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We show that MatijaseviE’s Theorem on the diophantine representation of r.e. predicates is 
provable in the subsystem 13, of Peano Arithmetic formed by restricting the induction scheme 
to diophantine formulas with no parameters. More specifically, 
13; t IE; + E 1 MatijaseviE’s Theorem 
where IE; is the scheme of parameter-free bounded existential induction and E is an V3 axiom 
expressing the existence of a function of exponential growth. (We prove this by means of a 
conservation result relating parameter and parameter-free induction schemes which is of 
independent interest.) We conclude by examining the consequences of these results to the 
structure of countable nonstandard models of ZE;. 
1. Introduction 
Fix LZ’= (0, 1, +, -, <}, the usual language of arithmetic, and N the standard 
model for 2, i.e. the model with domain consisting of the set of nonnegative 
integers where 0, 1, + , -, < have the obvious interpretation. We write 
3x(x<t+..-) and 3x(x<tr\-~~) as Vx<t--- and Zlx<t-~- as usual, and 
call these quantifiers bounded. We define the formula classes E,, U,, 3,, V,, do, 
2,,, II,, in the usual way as follows: 
If J.!?’ 
E0 = U, = 3, = V0 = {G(X) E 58 1 $I is quantifier free}, 
3 n+1= PY 44x9 Y) I G E vrz>, 
V n+1= WY G(K Y) I 4) E %)P 
E n+l = PY < 4~) @(x, Y) I G E U,, t a term of 21, 
u n+l = WY <t(n) $(x, Y) 1 G E E,, t a term of Ze>, 
do=&=&= u En= u U,,, 
nerm ncrm 
2 n+l = PY 44x, Y) I 4) E fl”I, 
II n+1= WY 44-c Y) I 4) E zl,>. 
is a language extending 2’ we define the corresponding formula classes, 
U,(Lf’) etc. of 2” in the same way. En(W> 
PA- denotes a finite set of VEi axioms (i.e. each axiom is the universal closure 
of an El formula) in 2 whose models are exactly the nonnegative parts of 
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discretely ordered rings. For a class Z of formulas, ZZ denotes PA- together with 
the induction scheme 
Vu ((e(0, a) A vx (qx, a)+ qx + 1, a)))* vx e(x, a)) 
for each formula 0(x, a) E Z. The variables a are called parameters and x is the 
induction variable. ZEO (which is the same as ZU,, Z& and ZV,J will be denoted 
ZOpen, and is the theory studied by Shepherdson in [lo]. 
The theory LT is PA- together with the least number principle, 
VU (3~ e(x, u)-+ 3~ (e(y, U) A vx <y le(x, u))) 
for all f3(x, a) E ZY We recall the 
Result 1.1. (i) (Paris-Kirby, [7]) For all n E N 
Z& -II-z, it- L& it- Ln,. 
(ii) (Wilmers, [12]) For all n > 1 
ZE,itZU,,+LE,,. 
(iii) (By the same argument as in [12]) For all n 2 1 
13, -IF ZV, it L3,. 
Remark. This result holds equally well for theories Z&(9’), etc. for some 
YD_Y. 
We shall also consider the theories of parameter-free induction, ZZ-, which is 
PA- together with, 
(e(o) A vx (e(x)+ e(x + I)))-+ vx e(x) 
for each e(x) E Z with only one free variable. 
In [3] it is shown that there is a A0 formula ~(x, y, z) that represents the graph 
of exponentiation with most of the usual properties provable in ZA0. In particular, 
Z4,tVx rl(x, 0, I) A VY ‘0 r1(0, Y, 01, 
I&J k ‘k Y, 2, w (c’(x, Y, 2) A rl(x, y, w)-+ z = w), 
I&, 1 Vx, Y, z (q(x, y, z)+ rl(x, Y + 1, XT). 
The sentence exp which is, 
vx, y 12 rl(x, y, z) 
is however not provable in ZA0. (In the sequel we will often denote ~(x, y, z) by 
the more suggestive xy = z.) 
Dimitracopoulos and Gaifman go on to show that Matijasevic’s Theorem on 
the diophantine representation of r.e. sets is provable in the theory ZA,, + exp. 
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Result 1.2. for all 0 E Z1 there is v E g1 such that, 
IA,, + exp t Vx (O(x) - q(x)) 
This raises the obvious question: can either ‘Ido’ or ‘exp’ be significantly 
reduced here? Since MatijaseviE’s Theorem is ‘about’ diophantine (or equiv- 
alently gl, see 1.4 below) formulas another intriguing and related question (posed 
by Z. Adamowicz) is: does 13, prove Matijasevic’s Theorem? 
The problem ‘IA0 t MatijaseviE’s Theorem?’ is still unsolved, but by replacing 
exp by a more suitable El axiom, denoted E, we are able to show that, 
ZE1 + E k MatijaseviE’s Theorem 
and indeed ZEl + E and IA0 + exp are equivalent. Since Zgl 1 ZEl + E we obtain a 
positive answer to Adamowicz’s question. The methods we use are taken from the 
work of Robinson, Davis and Putnam but formalized in the appropriate theory. It 
turns out that by making heavy use of parameters in our induction schemes we 
are able to prove a rudimentary version of MatijaseviFs Theorem which is 
nevertheless strong enough to deduce ZEl + E ik Ido + exp. The full 
MatijaseviE’s Theorem in ZE, + E then follows by Dimitracopoulos and 
Gaifman’s work. 
The main idea behind our proof of MatijaseviE’s Theorem in ZEl + E is as 
follows. Considering an arbitrary nonstandard model M of ZEl + E and an 
element a EM, we can find, for each A0 formula 0(x), an El formula vB(x) 
which is equivalent to e(x) for all x in M less than a. This formula ~lf~(x) is 
obtained by consideration of the work of Robinson, Davis and Putnam on 
Hilbert’s 10th Problem: $J~(x) will, typically, contain extra parameters b, and the 
use of these parameters allows us to bypass the most difficult part of the solution 
to Hilbert’s 10th problem by replacing the usual diophantine function of 
exponential growth with a very much simpler one. The existence of the qO(x) 
together with ZEl in M is, however, sufficient to show that M satisfies A, 
induction up to a, and so (since a is arbitrary) M k ZAo. It then follows from the 
axiom E that M k Ido + exp, and hence, by Dimitracopoulos and Gaifman’s work, 
M satisfies the full MatijaseviE Theorem. 
Clearly the conception of this outline argument is model-theoretic, and we feel 
it is most natural to adhere to model-theoretic notation, especially as we can 
utilize various devices that allow us to suppress the mention of the parameters, 
thus simplifying our notation considerably (see Theorems 2.7 and 3.4). It would 
be quite straightforward (albeit rather tedious) to use the details we give to obtain 
a direct proof. 
In Section 5 we shift our attention to parameter-free induction. Our goal is to 
show 13; I- MatijaseviE’s Theorem and ZE; + E -IF ZAo + exp. The key result 
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needed to prove these facts is the conservation result, 
If G E 3n+2 is a sentence and 13, t- o then 13; 1 a, and 
If (T E WE, is a sentence and IE, I- o then IE; t (J. 
(Analogous results for the theories LX; and B2; are presented in [4].) 
To apply this we need an additional result on axiomatizations of theories that 
prove Matijasevic’s Theorem. It has been known for some time that IA, + exp is 
VZ axiomatizable, a result first proved by Handley and Paris (unpublished), but 
the situation is in fact more general than this: we present a new and very simple 
proof that any fin theory (for n > 2) that proves MatijaseviE’s Theorem has an V, 
axiomatization. 
It now follows easily that 13; t IA0 + exp and hence 13; proves 
Matijasevic’s Theorem. In fact, by using a result somewhat akin to Parikh’s 
Theorem (Result 1.3 below) we will also be able to deduce that IE; + E t IA0 + 
exp. We should mention however that, although the direct proofs of 
Matijasevic’s Theorem in II1 and IE, + E could be obtained rather easily, the 
conservation results above do not preserve lengths of proofs (this is because, in 
their proof-theoretic analysis, these results depend heavily on cut-elimination) 
and so the analogous proofs in 13; and IE; + E are very much longer. We will 
say more about this later. 
Interest in 13; and IE; was initially generated by the conjecture that these 
theories fail to satisfy Tennenbaum’s Theorem, that is they may have recursive 
nonstandard models. Recursive nonstandard models for IOpen [lo] and ZV; [13] 
have been exhibited, whereas it is known that no such models exist for IE, or I& 
[12]. 13; and IE; were therefore considered natural candidates for theories 
sufficiently weak to have recursive models. In fact we can now show that this is 
not the case for 13; using MatijaseviE’s Theorem. It follows from our work here 
that 13; ik LX; and it is well known that I& k IA,j’ it IA,. (This is a corollary of 
our conservation result for IE;. A direct proof appears in [4].) Hence 13; b IE, 
so by work in [12] cannot have recursive models. In Section 6 we examine this 
question for IE;. 
The work presented here forms part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis at Manchester 
University. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Jeff Paris and George 
Wilmers for encouragement and many helpful remarks on this work, and 
everyone at Manchester for making my three years there such happy ones. 
The rest of this introduction is devoted to presenting background material that 
will be necessary later. 
A formula I+(X) is Vl (in a language 2’) iff it is equivalent to both an E,(Y) 
formula 0(n) and a U,(Y) formula #(x). V(X) is Vl in a theory Tiff T proves the 
equivalence Vx (6(x) f, 1+9(x) cf G(X)). A function f is El iff it is represented by 
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an El formula 6(.x, y) with 
vx 3!y f3(x, y) A vx e(x, f(x)). 
f(x) is El in a theory T iff T proves the sentence Vx 3!y 0(x, y). 
For example the function lx/y] = integer part of x/y (if y > 0) or 0 (if y = 0) is 
El in*ZOpen. It is represented by 
[x/y] =z G% (y=oAz=o)v(y>oAyz~x<y(z+1)) 
and supposing there is no z such that z = La/b] in a model of ZOpen, by 
considering induction on the formula ax c b we obtain a contradiction, hence 
ZOpen ~VX, y 3!z [x/y] = z. 
The relation a 1 b, which is defined as, 
3c<b (ac=b) 
is V1 in ZOpen, as it is equivalent to 
Vc < b (c = [b/u] + UC = b). 
The importance of VI relations and El functions is that we may ignore them 
when computing the quantifier complexity of formulas involving them. For 
example if # (not quantifier free) involves lx/y] we may replace any subformula 
0(x, [x/y]) of $ by either 
or 
3z sx (Z = [X/Y] A e(x, 2)) 
vz sx (Z = [X/Y] -+ e(x, 2)) 
to obtain a formula of the required complexity equivalence to C#L Similarly if @ 
contains a VI relation R(x) we can replace all occurrences of R by either the E, 
form or the ZJ, form, to reduce C#J to a formula in the original language of the 
same quantifier complexity. If # contains a functionf(x) which is El in the theory 
T, we may replace 0(x, f(x)) by 3z G t(x)(z =f(x) A f3(x, z)) or Vz < t(x)(z = 
f(x)+ 0(x, z)) provided a term t(x) can be found that bounds 8 That this can 
always be done if f is a El function in a ZZ, theory is shown by the following 
result: 
Result 1.3 (Parikh). Zf T 1 PA- is u ZI, theory in a language 2” 123 such that for 
every term t(x) of 2” there is a term q(x) of 2’ with T t- Vx, y (/ji xi <y, + t(x) s 
q(y)) and if T t Vx 3y 0(x, y) with 8 a A0 formula of .Y, there is a term s of Y 
such that 
T I- Vx 3y s s(x) 6(x, y). 
Parikh proved this result for Ido in [8] using a proof-theoretic argument. The 
model-theoretic argument of the full result is straightforward and well known, see 
for example the proof of Fact 4 on p. 127 of [l]. 
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Other El functions and VI relations in IOpen are listed below: 
max(x, Y ), 
x =y modz, 
xly= 
( 
x-y ifxsy, 
0 otherwise, 
ltil. 
Slightly less trivial is the example (x, y) = 1 defined by 
vz~x(zJxAz]y +z=l)Ax>oAy>o. 
Wilmers [12] shows that this is equivalent in ZE, to 
xy~1~(x=1vy=1v(x<yA3s<x(sy=1modx)) 
v(y<x~%<y(sx=lmody))). 
If M is a model of PA- and p E M we say that p is irreducible iff 
MkVx,y(p=xy-+(x=lvy=l)) and p is prime iff MkVx, y (p Ixy+ 
(P Ix VP 1 Y)). BY L emma 2.4 in [12] it follows that if M LIE, and p E M then p 
is irreducible iff p is prime, and we shall refer to such numbers as ‘primes’. 
The function p(x, y) = (x + y + 1)2 +x will serve as a pairing function. Altho- 
ugh it is not onto it has VI range defined by 
x E range(p) Idef_ (x - LGI 2 < ltil), 
and given any z E range(p) we obtain the unique x, y such that p(x, y) = z by the 
following El functions in IOpen: 
x = (z)1= z L [G] 2, 
y = (z)2 = lti] A (z)1- 1. 
A diophantine formula G(x) is one of the form 3ys(x, y) = r(x, y) for 
polynomials r, s. A bounded diophantine formula is one of the form 3y < 
t(x) s(x, y) = r(x, y) for polynomials r, s, t. The starting point for any study of 
Matijasevic’s Theorem is the following: 
Result 1.4. In PA-, any 3, formula is equivalent to a diophantine formula and 
any El formula is equivalent to a bounded diophantine formula. 
Proof. Let C$ be 3i and write it in prenex form with matrix in conjunctive normal 
form. Replace each r(x) >s(x) in this matrix by 3y < r(x)(r(x) = s(x) + 1 + y) 
and r(x) #S(X) by 3y < r(x) + s(x)(r(x) + y + 1 = s(x) v s(x) + y + 1 = r(x)). 
Replace rI(x) = s,(x) v r2(x) = s2(x) by the result of rearranging (II(x) - 
sI(x)) . (r2(x) - s2(x)) = 0 so that all terms are positive, and finally replace 
r,(x) = sl(x) A r2(x) = s2(x) by the rearrangement of (tI(x) - s~(x))~ + (r2(x) - 
s2(x))2 = 0. 0 
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Thus (modulo PA-), ‘diophantine induction’ and ‘bounded diophantine 
induction’ are equivalent to Eli and ZEi respectively. 
In Section 6 we consider models of bounded diophantine induction. The 
following definitions and result are standard: 
If M1 s I& are models of PA- we say Mi is an initial segment of M2 (written 
Mi ~~ M,) iff Vu E M, Vb E Mz (M2 t= b < a I$ b E MI). MI is cojinaf in M2 (written 
MI sCf MJ iff Vu E M2 3b E MI (M2 k b 3 a). If Z is a class of formulas we say M, 
is a r-elementary substructure of M2 (written MI <,M,) iff for all y E Z and all 
aeM, 
MI <,, M2 is understood to mean MI -Cr. Mz. By a simple induction on A0 
formulas we have: 
Result 1.5. Zf MI se M2, then M, +, Mz. 
2. A diophantine function of exponential growth 
Let p(u, x, y) =x2 + y2 - 2uxy - 1. (The study of this polynomial is suggested 
by Julia Robinson’s paper [9].) 
Lemma2.1. InunymodelofPA-, ifp(u,x,y)=O~O<x~y~u?=2then 
(i) (2u-l)x~y~2ax, 
(ii) p(u, 2ux - y, x) = 0 h 2ux - y sx, 
(iii) p(u, y, 2uy - x) = 0 h y G 2uy -x. 
Proof. Note that y # 0. To show (i), if 2ux < y then 1 =x2 + y2 - 2uxy =x2 - 
y(2ux - y) <x2 - xy s 0, contradiction. (ii) and (iii) follow by direct 
substitution. 0 
We write ~(a, 6, x, y) for 
p(u,x,y)=Or\xCyAx=bmod(u-l)r\y=b+lmod(u-1). 
Lemma 2.2. El1 !-Vu 2 2 Vb G a - 2 3u, u ~$(a, b, u, v). 
Proof. By induction on b in 
B(b)dzf (b s a - 2)+ 3u, v q~(u, b, u, VI) 
where a is any parameter 32. 
For b = 0, notice 
p(u,O,1)=OAO=Omodu-l~l=lmodu-1 
so r/+z, 0, 0, 1) holds. 
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For the induction step, suppose 
p(a, u, v) = 0 A u <vr\u=bmoda-lr\v=b+lmoda-1. 
Then by 2.1, u’ = v and v’ = 2av - u satisfy u’s v’ ~p(a, u’, v’) = 0. But also, 
u’=v=b+lmoda-1 and v’=2av-u~22a(b+1)-b=2(a-l)(b+1)+ 
2(b+l)-b~b+2moda-landso~(a,b+l,u’,v’)holds.Sincex~ymodz 
is VI in IOpen, 8 is 3i and by B1 induction we are done. 0 
The sentence in 2.2 is V3 and will be denoted E. We notice also that 
Lemma 2.3. Ido + exp l- E. 
Proof. By induction on b in 
(b G a - 2)+ Bu, v < (2a)“+‘(u =Z (2@ A V G (2@+’ A v(a, b, u, v)) 
for any fixed a > 2, using 2.1 again. Cl 
Lemma2.4. IE,l-Va~2Vb~a-2 
Vu, v (I/+, b, u, v)-+ Vc <b 3u’, v’ < v r/Q, c, u’, v’)). 
Proof. Fix a, b, u, v s.t. ql~(a, b, u, v) A b 6 a - 2 A a 2 2 and consider 
6(x) dgf By C b (y +x = b A 3u’, v’ C v $(a, y, u’, v’)). 
By ZEl induction on x we show that Vx <be(x). Ifx=O, u’=uandv’=vwill 
do.Ifx<bthensupposey=b-xr\~(a,y,u’,v’)~y#OsoO<u’<v’since 
u’=y mod(a - l), then by 2.1, v’ <2au’, q!~(a, y - 1,2au’ - v’, u’) and 2au’ - 
v’ G u’. The results now follows by ZEl induction. 0 
Let z = B(a, 6) be the formula 
$’ CZ v(U, 6, y, 2) A VU c.2 VU SV lq(U, 6, U, V). 
Since ZEl k LE1 we have 
ZEl k Vu, 6 (3y, z q(a, b, y, z)+ 32 (z = B(a, b))). 
Lemma25 IE,tVa?=2Vb~a-2VzVc~bVu,,u,,v,,v,~z 
[(z = E(a, 6) A !+, c, UI, v,) A q(e, c, 4, vz))-+ (4 = U2 A VI = V2)]- 
Proof. Fix a, b, z s.t. 
Z=B(U,b)A2<U?=b+2. 
We show Vc < b e(c) by IZJ, induction on c, where 0(c) is 
V4, U2, 211, 212 s Z [(I&@, C, UI, VI) A q,(% C, U2, v2)) 
- (U, = U2 A 21, = V2)]. 
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If c=O we must show u,=uz=O~v~=r~z=l, but if O<ui<vi<z~ 
r+~~(a, c, ui, vi), then by 2.1, +( a, a - 2, 2aui - vi, ui) and so by 2.4, 3x, y G 
ui s.t. q(a, b, x, y) contradicting z = B(a, b). 
For the induction step, if c + 1 G b <a and q(a, c + 1, ui, vi) for i = 1, 2, then 
q(a, C, 2aui - Vi, ui), i = 1, 2, and SO O(C)+ uI= ~2 A v1 = ~2 as required. 0 
Proposition 2.6. ZEI t Va 3 2 Vb < a - 2 Vx, y 
[q(a, b,x,y)-,Va’<aVb’Gmin(a’A2, b) 
3u, v <y (a’ > 2+ +(a’, b’, u, v))]. 
Proof. Suppose a 5 b + 2 A q(a, b, x, y) A z = B(a, b). Clearly z sy. Fix a’, b’ 
with 2~a’Ga A b’<min(a’ - 2, b) and let 0(c) be 
324, V G 2 iiU’S U ih.J’S V (Tj+Z, C, U, V) A I/+‘, C, U’, V’)). 
We show Vc ~min(a’ - 2, b’) O(c) by induction on 8. Clearly e(O) holds. 
Suppose e(c) holds with 
and c + 1 <min(a’ - 2, b’). Then q(a, c + 1, v, 2av -u) by 2.1 and 3x, y < 
z $(a, c + 1, x, y) by 2.4 so by 2.5 we must have v s 2av - u < z (for otherwise 
Ilr(a,c,2ax-y,x)forsomex,ywith(x#vv2ax-y#u)and2Qx-y~x~z). 
Thu~v’~v~zand2a’v’-u’~2av-u~z(ifa=a’thisfollowsfromv=v’~ 
u=u’by2.5andifa’+l~athisfollowsfrom2a’v’-u’~2(a-l)v-u’)with 
q(a’, c + 1, v’, 2a’u’ - v’) as required, completing the proof. 0 
Definition. 6p, is the language 3 expanded by adding a single binary function 
symbol Y. ZE,(Y) is the theory in J& with nonlogical axioms: 
(i) PA-. 
(ii) Vx (Y(0, x) = Y(1, x) = 1) A Va 3 2 (Y(a, 1) = 2a), 
Va 3 2 Vx (x = 0 mod(a - l)+ Y(a, x) = l), 
Va 3 2 Vx (x + 1 f 0 mod(a - l)+ (2a - l)Y(a, x) 6 Y(a, x + 1) < 2aY(a, x)). 
(iii) Induction on x for all E,, formulas 6(x, a) in the language L.3& such that 
whenever Y(t, s) is a term in 8 then neither x nor any quantified variables in 0 
may occur in t. (We do however allow the bounds in the quantifiers of 0 to 
contain terms of the form Y(t, s) provided that they obey this rule.) 
To remind ourselves of the restriction in (iii) we shall write Y(t, s) as Y,(s) and 
always ensure that t is a fixed parameter in the model we are working in. 
Theorem 2.7. For all n 2 1, ZEJY) is a conservative extension of ZE,, + E. 
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Proof. To show Z&(Y) k E (and hence ZE,(Y) is an extension of ZE,, + E) fix an 
arbitrary a 3 2 and show by induction on b using 2.1, that 
Vb <a - 2 3u, 21 s Y,+,(b) I/.+, b, u, v). 
Let M be a model of ZE,, + E. We show that there is an expansion My of M to 
&. s.t. My LIE,(Y). Define Y in M as follows: If a s 1 then Y,(x) = 1 for all x, 
and if a 3 2 then Y,(x) is the unique Y E M such that 
where z = B(a, a - 2), by 2.4 and 2.5. Clearly M, satisfies PA- and the first two 
parts of (ii) above. If a >2andx+lfOmod(u-1) then 
+x+1- lxS] * (a - l), Y,(x), Y,(x + l)), 
so by 2.1(i) we have 
(2u - l)Y,(x) =z Y,(x + 1) S 2uY,(x). 
To show My satisfies the induction axioms in (iii) consider an E,, formula 
+, a) of %, satisfying the restriction described there, for some (fixed) 
parameters (1 EM. By 1.4, 8 is equivalent in My to a formula of the form 
3zic Qx, a) vz* s t,(x, a) * * .32, c f,(X, a) r(x, a, 2) = s(x, a, 2) 
if at is odd; and to a formula of the form 
321 s ti(x, a) vz2 =S f,(X, a) * * * vzn c t,(x, a) r(x, a, 2) z s(x, a, 2) 
if 12 is even. Here Zi is Zii . * * zini, the quantifier blocks alternate in type and ti, S, r 
are terms of PQ such that for no subterm Y,(v) does u contain x or any Zij. 
Fix an arbitrary c E M and find ri 3 ti(Xj a), fX3 max(r(c, U,z), S(C, U,Z), .C) for 
all x s c and all zi s ri so that for all subterms u(x, a, z) of 8, all x 6 c and all 
zi~ti(X, U) we have U(X, U, 2)~ CL (For example, suitable ti can be obtained 
from the ti by replacing each Y,(v) in ti by Y,(u - 2) and each x by c, using the 
condition on subterms Y,(v) described above and the fact that in My, 
Y,(u - 2) a Y,(x) f or all u, x. a! can be found from the z and r, s in a similar 
way.) Now for all subterms u(x, a, t) of 8 define the formula (y = u(x, a, z))* by 
(meta) induction as follows: 
(i) If u is a constant, variable or parameter (y = u)* is just y = u. 
(ii) If u is u1 0 u2 (where 0 is + or .) then (y = u)* is 
3y’, y” S (Y ((y’ = ui)* A (y” = u*)* A (y’ “y” = y)) 
where y’, y” are new variables. 
(iii) If u is Y,,(u,) with u1 a term containing only parameters from My and 
constants, let d, b E My satisfy 
Mykul=b /\d=B(b, b-2) 
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and let (y = u)* be 
11 
y<dr\3y’sy3y”s(Y 
[ 
(y"=U2)*Av b,Y - ( ” [&l>Y"Y)]. 
By (meta) induction on terms we can show that for all y, x G c, zi < t&z, a), 
Myky =u(x, a, 2) w Mk(y =24(x, a, z))* 
and that (y = u)* is El in 9. 
Notice that (y = u)* may contain many new parameters from M not in U. For 
simplicity we have omitted them from the notation. 
Let 0*(x, a) be 
(“‘k =tk(x~ a))* A /?zkj<wk)* [n,((wk =fk(x, a))* 
A ,, zkj s w, 
> 
A (YI = rt-5 a, z))* A (Y2 = S(X, 0, Z))* A Y, = y2 
j 11 
in the case II odd, a similar formula if n is even. So 0* is E,, in 9’ and we may 
check that for all x < c 
My b e(x, a) e M k e*(x, a). 
It then follows from the following instance of ZE, in M, 
M k o*(C, U) V lo*@, U) V 3X <C (6*(X, a) A lo*(X + 1, a)) 
that 
My k o(C, U) V qo, U) V 3X < C (e(X, U) A 10(X + 1, a)), 
and so since c was arbitrary, MykZE,(Y). Cl 
Notice that in any model A4 L Z&(Y) and for any n E N, a E M with m I= 0 < n < 
a we have A4 b Y,(O) = 1 and 
Ml= (2a - 1)” c Y,(n) < (2a)“. 
Thus the function Y,(n) is of ‘exponential growth’. We will eventually show that 
these inequalities hold even for nonstandard n, but to do this we will first have to 
define exponentiation in ZE,(Y). 
3. Definition of exponentiation in I&(Y) 
In Section 2 we show that, rather than working in ZEl + E, we might as well 
work in ZE,(Y). The Y function is still rather unwieldy, so our next task therefore 
is to define 2” and xy. 
12 R. Kaye 
Working in PA- for the moment, suppose ~32. Then a2<a2+a-2= 
a(u - 1) + 2(u - 1). We may write this result in a more suggestive way using 
fractions as 
( > 1-1-l u 2 =-cl+-. U u-l U 
Now although the division symbol is not in our language, we may agree always 
to interpret expressions such as that above by ‘multiplying them out’, in this case 
as u2 G u(u - 1) + 2(u - 1). We shall adopt this convention from now on. The 
reader may check that the ‘correct’ expression always has the same 
complexity. 
Let ~(a, Cr, II, z) be the formula 
The idea is that, for sufficiently large a, m, ~(a, m, n, z) represents 
I&(Y). 
Lemma 3.1. In ZE,(Y), if a > 2 and m > 2 then 
(9 x(6 m, 0, 1) und 
(ii) Vz Vn < m - 2 (x(u, m, n, z)+ x(u, m, n + 1, mz)). 
Proof. (i) Ya(0) = Y,,(O) = 1 so 
y,,(o)=1 
K(O) * 
(ii) Suppose n <m - 2 and ~(a, m, n, z). Then, 
Y,& + 1) ~ 2am . K,(n) 
Y,(n + 1) 2u - 1 Y,(n) 
quantifier 
m”=z in 
1 
<m l+- ( >I nY,(n) Z+- U U > 
Smz+ 
nmY,(n) I mz I nmL(n) 
U U u* . 
Now if n = 0 then z = 1 and mzlu = m/u s Y,(l)/u and if n >O then 
z < Y,(n)/2 and, 
n+l 
Smz+- Y,(n + 1). 
U 
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(This last step is by considering the two cases n = 1 and n > 1 using Y,(l) = 2m.) 
Also, 
Yhdn + 1) ~ 2am - 1 Y,,(n) 
Y,(n + 1) 2a E(n) 
z nmY,(n) + nY,(n) 
amz-iG- a 2a2 ’ 
So once again, if n=O and z=l then this is 3mz-l/2aSmz- 
(n + l)Y,(n + I)/ a, and if n > 0 then z s Y,(n)/2 so, 
Y,,(n + 11, mz _ Y,(n) nmU,(n) 
Y,(n + 1) - 
-- 
4a a 
, mz _ (n + lPk(n + 1) 
a 
To complete the proof we must show that mz s Y,(n + 1)/2. If n is 0 and z is 1 
this follows from Y,(l) = 2m, and otherwise z s Y,(n)/2, so 
mz mKd4 m <-<------. L(n + OS YXn + 1) 
2 2m-1 2 2 . 
q 
We can now define the function Z_(x), which, for sufficiently large a, m, 
represents mx. 
Definition 
Once again we use the subscript notation Z,,,(X) to remind ourselves that no 
variable occurring in a or m may be the induction variable or a quantified variable 
in an instance of an induction axiom. Immediately from 3.1 and the definition we 
have: 
Lemma 3.2. (i) I&(Y) 1 Vu, m, x 3!z (z = Za,,(x)). 
(ii) ZE,(Y) t Vm > 2 3b Vu 3 b (Z_(O) = 1 A Vx < m - 2 Vz (Za,,,(x) = z ---, 
Z,,,(X + 1) = mz)). 
Proof. (i) is obvious. For (ii), given m > 2 choose any a 3 2(m - 2)Y,(m - 2) + 1. 
We can show that Vx em - 2 (xY,(x)/a < l/2) by a simple induction on X. Now 
once again by induction on x using 3.1 we see that 
Vx S m - 2 ~(a, m, x, Zavm(x)). 
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Indeed ~(a, m, 0, Z,,,(O)) and x(a, m, x9 Z,,,(x))-+ x(a, m, x + 1, mZ,,&)) so 
mZ,,,(x) _ (’ + l)ym(x +‘)< y,m(x +‘I_.= mz,,,(x) + Cx + l)(ym(x + 1) 
a - Y,(x + 1) - a 
from which it follows that mZ,,,(x) = Z,,,(x + 1) and we are done. q 
The next function &(x) represents 2” provided x is sufficiently small compared 
with a, b. 
Definition. f&x) = y is the formula 
3U, 21 (u = Z,*,,(x) A 21 = Z,,,(x) A yv = u). 
Proposition 3.3. ZE,(Y) kVy 3a, b 
[Vx s y 3!2 lo,&) = 2 A Vz Vx <y &b(X) = z 
4 l&X + 1) = 22) A l&O) = 11. 
Proof. Given y, fix b ?= y + 2 and a such that 
Z,,,(O) = 1 A VX <y z,,,(X + 1) = m&,,(X) 
for m = both b and 2b, by 3.2. 
We now prove by induction on x that Vx my (ZJx) ( Z,,,,(x)). Indeed 
Z,,,(O) = 1 divides Z,,,, (0) = 1 and for x <y, Z,,,(x + 1) = bZ,,,(x), Z,,,,(x + 1) 
= 2bZa,&x) so if Z&x) 1 Z,,,,(x) then Z,,,(x + 1) 1 Z,,,(x + 1). Hence, 
vx <y 3!z la,(X) = z. 
It is clear that l&O) = 1. Suppose x <y, l&x) = z, u = Z,,,,(x) and v = 
Z,,,(x). Then zv = u and Z,,,(x + 1) = bv, v = Za,26(~ + 1) = 2bu, so 
2zZdx + 1) = Zo,dx + 1) 
hence 22 = l&x + 1) and we are done. 0 
Definition. Z&(2”) is the theory in the language 9_,, which is 9 together with a 
single unary function symbol 2”, consisting of the following nonlogical axioms: 
(i) PA-; 
(ii) 2’= 1 A vx (Zx+l = 2 - 2”); 
(iii) induction for all E,, formulas in the language 9_,. 
Theorem 3.4. For all n 2 1, ZE,(2”) is a conservative extension of ZE,, + E. 
Proof. (We leave the reader to check that ZE,(2”) k E.) Let MkZE, + E and define 
Y,(b) in M as in 2.7. For each y E M, define 2” for all x <y by 2” = la,b(~) for 
suitable a, b using 3.3. A simple induction in M shows that this is well defined, 
and clearly satisfies (ii) above. Now mimic the proof of 2.7 to show that the 
resulting structure satisfies ZE,(2”). •i 
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Next we show how to define xy in ZEi(2”). The trick we use is due to Julia 
Robinson, communicated to me by J.P. Jones. 
Definition. xy = z is the formula 
(2 <2” -x) A (z =2”y mod2” -x), 
where w=xy+x+l. 
Clearly, in models of ZE,(2”), we have 2” >x for w =xy +x + 1, so that 
ZE,(2”) I- vx, y 3!2 (x’ = 2). 
Proposition 3.5. ZE,(2”) proves: 
(i) Vy > 0 (v = 0), 
(ii) Vx (x0 = l), 
(iii) Vx, y, z (xy = z +xy+l = xz). 
Proof. (i) By induction we can show that Vy > 0 (2y = 0 mod 2). If w = xy + x + 
landx=Othenw=l, 0<2”--x=2andso 
0 = 2wy mod 2 for all y > 0. 
(ii) If w =x + 1 then by induction we can show that Vx (1~ 2” -x). But if 
y = 0 then 2wy = 1 and 1 = 2”‘y mod 2” - x, hence x0 = 1. 
(iii) Let 
f3(x, y, z, a) dgf (z < 2Xy+“+’ - x A z = 2”y mod 2” - x). 
Thenforanya>xu+x+landu>y, sincex=2”mod2”-xwehave 
vz (e(x, Y, z, a) - q-G y + 1, xz, a)) 
and also Vy s u 3!z 0(x, y, z, a). 
Now if b > a 2 xu +x + 1 we show by induction on y that 
vy s U vz s a (e(x, y, 2, a)-+ e(x, y, Z, b)). 
(*) 
Indeed for y = 0, 0(x, 0, z, a)+ z = l+ 0(x, 0, z, b), and for y > 0, suppose 
0(x, y, z, a) and z’ G a satisfies 0(x, y - 1, z’, a), then z = xz’ and 0(x, y - 
1, z’, b) by the induction hypothesis. Hence by (*) 0(x, y, xz’, b) and we are 
done. Putting a = xy +x + 1 and b = x(y + 1) +x + 1 gives as a special case of 
this 
xy=z~e(x,y,~,~(y+i)+~+l), 
and another application of (*) then gives xy = z+ xy+l = xz as required. 0 
We conclude this section by showing how to define (G) and x! in ZEi(2”). 
Definition. The formula z = (z) is 
3ys(l+x)” z<xAxy+z=S~<xy+z+l 
[ 
(1 +X)n 1 
16 R. Kaye 
where x = (2(n + l)(m + l))“‘+‘. Thus (L) is the remainder on dividing 
1(1+ .qYxmJ 
by x. 
Clearly then, 
I&(2”) 1Vm, It 3!2 2 = Iz 
( > 
. 
m 
To show (i) as defined above has all the usual properties we first need the 
following: 
Lemma 3.6. ZE,(2”) k 
(i) Vu, 12 (a 2 n-, (1 + l/a)” S 1 + 2nla), 
(ii) Vu > 1 Vn (1~ (1 + a)” mod a). 
Proof. Both are proved by induction on n for a fixed parameter a. 0 
Proposition 3.7. ZE,(2”) t 
(i) Vn (:) = 1, 
(ii) Vn, m m > n + 
( (:)=“)J 
(iii) Vn,m((n:l)=(J+(m:l)). 
Proof. Let @(n, m, y, z, a) be the formula 
( (1+ a)” 2mn” Z<UA uy+zs---- Urn <uy+z+- > a. 
Fix an arbitrary x0. We show by induction on k that Vk tp(k. x0) where r+~ is 
Vn,m~kV_x~x,Vy,z~(l+x) 
K 
n + m s k A x 3 (2(n + l)(m + l))‘“+’ 
If m=O and x~2(n+1)~=2 then (l+x)“=xy+l for y=[(l+xy/xl by 
3.6(ii), and so we see that (i) = 1 and $(n, 0, [(l + x)“Ix], (G), x) hold. 
If n < m and x 2 (2(n + l)(m + l))m+’ then 
1 n 
()&!AX< l:j < 1+2n .1&r ( > 
Xrn X ( > x x x 
by 3.6(i) and 2nl.x 6 2mn”lx so (i) = 0 and 
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Now for the induction step: suppose W(k, x0) holds, that n + m c k + 1, x c x0 
with x > (2(n + l)(m + l))“‘+‘, 
We must show @(n, m, yo, zo, x). By the above, we may assume n > 0 and m 6 II. 
Notice that 
(1 +x)” p= 
Xrn 
(1+ x)n-l + (1 +x)-l 
Xm-l 
Xrn 
with (n - 1) + (m - 1) and (n - 1) + m both sk. So by $~(k, x0) we have 
tt> 
Vx sx, 
[ 
x 2 (2(n + l)(m + l))m+’ * 
(( $ 12 - 1, m - 1, h(x), (~z:),x)~9(n-1'm,~~(x),(~ml),x))] 
where 
(1+ x)“_1) 
Yl(X) = [I Xm-l ]/xl and y2(x) = [I” :“_‘“-‘J/x] , 
hence by (t) above for all such x 
+ 2(m - l)(n - l)m-l + 2m(n - 1)” 
X X 
with (from the definition of (g)) 
c3+ini3 < (2mn)" + (2(m + l)n)“+l s (2(m + l)(n + l))m+’ 
and hence, 
Also, 
2(m - l)(n - l)m-l + 2m(n - 1)” ~ 2mrP < 1 
X X X 
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so we conclude that 
Ylb) +Y*(x) = 1 [yq/x ]=yo 
for all x in the range (2(m + l)(n + l))m+l S x s x0, and also, for all such x, 
Putting x = (2(m + l)(n + l))m+l we see from this that 
and hence $(n, m, yo, zo, x) as required, completing the induction step and the 
proof of the proposition. I7 
Proposition 3.8. ZE,(2”) k 
(i) Vn,m n+l>m-* 
[ 
n+l ( > n+l n ( )I n+l-m m 
(ii) Vrt,m[[.,~l)=~~~~~. 
’
Proof. By induction on k in 
A n+l>m--, 
( 
n+l 
( > 
n+l n = ’ m ( >>I) n+l-m m 
If m = n = 0 then as (y) = 0 and (i) = 1 this works. For the induction step, 
supposem+nSk+l. 
If n + 1 > m we must show that 
n+l 
( > 
n+l n = 
m 0 n+l-m m . 
If m = 0, as (” i ‘) = 1, th ere’s nothing to do. If m = b + 1 then by the induction 
hypothesis 
as required. 
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To show 
suppose rr 5 m + 1 (for if n -=c m + 1 either rz = m or (m) = 0 and there’s nothing to 
do). Write rz = b + 1 where b am, and using the induction hypothesis twice we 
have 
_“+‘.“‘a:;“(“;‘)=?_?(~) 
m+l 
as required. Cl 
Definition. r! = z is the formula 
where x is 2rrf2 + 1. Hence ZEr(2”) k Vr 3!z r! = z. Since (t) =x for x 2 2, we see 
that l! = 1. 
Proposition 3.9. ZE,(2”) 1 Vr ((r + l)! = r! - (r + 1)). 
Proof. We show by induction on r that Vr > 0 r$(r, ao) where +(r, ao) is 
r!SfAVa a > 2rrt2 + 14 r! < ar 
a 
S a, 
[ I( > 2r 
r+2 
<r!+- 
r a 1 
and a, is any fixed parameter. 
For r = 1 we have seen that r! = 1, so a’ = (F) = a for a 3 1, and we are done. 
For the induction step, suppose $(r, ao) holds with r 2 1 and a, > a 5 
2(r + l)r+3. Then, 
a I( > 2r 
r+2 
r! C u’ Sr!+- 
r a 
and by 3.8, 
r+1 a A > = (r + 1) a a a r+l .-.a’ a-r A > r 
so, 
a r+l 
a 
A > r+l 
3 (r + 1) . r! 
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and 
a’il/(r~l)8(r+l)(l-f)lo!+~} 
qr+l)(l+;)(r!+q 
6 (r + 1) - r! + 
2(r + 1)‘+3 
a 
(using r! S rr). Putting a = 2(r + l)r+3 + 1 we see that (r + 1) . r! = (r + l)! and 
hence 
(r + l)! S (r + l)rr G (r -I- l)r+l 
completing the induction step and the proof. 0 
The following property of the factorial function will be useful later: 
Proposition 3.10. ZE,(2”) I- Vr Vy S r Vn 6 r (y # 0 A ny =S r+yn 1 r!). 
Proof. Induction on r. Cl 
4. Matijaseviti’s Theorem 
For Lemmas 4.1 to 4.8, work in ZE,(2”) with two fixed numbers Q, y satisfying 
Q>2y>y>O. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose 1 s k s y. Then 
(T-1) 1 (Q!,-‘). 
Proof. By 3.10, k ( Q! and Q !/k > 1. We show by induction on y that 
If y > 0 then by 3.8(ii) we have 
soifk=y-1 then 
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andifkcy-1 then 
(S-1) 1 (y_l-;) I(“!,-‘) 
by the induction hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 4.2. If p is prime and 
y>z30Ap 1 (+g-1) 
then p > Q. 
Proof. Otherwise pIQ!-(z+l) and by 3.10, p=~Q*plQ!, so pcQ+ 
p 1 z + 1. But Q >2y so by (2.10) again (z + 1)2 1 Q!, so if p S Q we have 
p 1 Q!/(z + 1) and hence p = 1, contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Zf y > w > z 3 0 then 
( Q! --l,-$l)=l. z+l 
Proof. Otherwise for some prime p, 
p I Q! -(z + 1) and p I Q! - (w + 1) 
hence p I (w - z) < y < Q, contradicting 4.2. 0 
Lemma 4.4. If z < y then 
Q!-l-zmod(s-1). 
Proof. 
Q!-l=z+(z+l)(-$l). 0 
Lemma 4.5. Zf p is prime and p I v! (t) where b > IJ > 0 then 
3x<v(pI(b-x)). 
Proof. By induction on V. If v = 1, l! (i) = b so p I b and we may put x = 0. 
Otherwise, 
(V+l)!(U~l)=(V+l).U!.~(~) 
=(b-II+!(;), 
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using 3.8(ii) and 3.9, and so p 1 b - v or p 1 v! (t), so in the second case there is 
x < u with p 1 (b -x) as required. 0 
Lemma 4.6. For all z, w < y 
[*>w+((“,!&+l)=1] 
A [zsw+$-1) / (“,!J]. 
Proof. The second part follows from 4.1. We show the first by induction on w. 
IfO=w<zthen 
Q!-1 ( > w+l =Ql+_&-l 
which is coprime to Q!/(z + 1) - 1 by 4.3. Otherwise, if w + 1 <z, 
Q!-1-(w+l) Q!-1 
w+2 (w+l) bY3-WI 
and by 4.3, Q!/(w + 2) - 1 and Q!/(z + 1) - 1 are coprime, and by the induction 
hypothesis 
Q! -- 
and (2 + 1) l 
are coprime, hence 
((f’,,‘)&-l)=l 
as required. Cl 
Lemma 4.7. Zf 1 S w S y and 
Qz<wa=bmod(s-1) 
then 
a=bmod 
Proof. By induction on w. For w = 1, 
=Q!-1 
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so there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, 
hence if Vz <IV + 1 a = b mod(Q!/(z + 1) - 1) we have 
a=b mod(s- I) 
and, 
a=bmod 
Q!-1 
( > W 
by the induction hypothesis. Since 
(‘L’) and (5-l) 
are coprime (Lemma 4.6) we have 
Lemma 4.8. If p 1 v ! and p is prime then p c v. 
Proof. Induction on v. Cl 
Out next theorem is a preliminary version of the MatijaseviE-Robinson- 
Davis-Putnam theorem, and is the main ingredient in the proof that ZE, + 
EtZA,+exp. Letp(y, z,x, a)=~+ - p _ be a polynomial, where p+ and p_ are 
both terms in our original language, 2. We show how to find an E, formula 
A(y, a, v) in the language J&,, equivalent to 
Vz<y3x<vp(y,z,x,a)=O 
in ZEr(2”). For simplicity we write x as x r, x2 and omit a from our notation, it 
being clear from the proof how to obtain the result in its full generality. Let Q be 
2y+p+(y,y,v,v)+p_(y,y,v,v)+v+3, so Q>2y>O. (Clearly we can as- 
sume y # 0, for otherwise write Vz < y 3x < v p(y, z, x, a) = 0 as y = 0 v (y > 
0 A vz <y 3x < vp(y, z, x, a) = O).) 
Theorem 4.9. ZE,(2*) t Vy > 0 Vu 
e3b1, b,sy(v +y)Q! [b,>v A b,>v 
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Proof. (+) Suppose bi, bz > v and 
-p(y, Q! - 1, bl, b,)=Omod ‘1-l 
( > 
. 
Y 
Write Q, for (Q!/(z + 1) - 1) for each z <y. Then by 4.1, 
so 
vz<y ?J! bi 
[ 0 
=OmodQ, 
V 1 
If pz is prime and pz 1 Q,, then by 4.5 
pz 1 (bi -Xi) (i = 1, 2), 
hence by 4.4 we have 
(i = 1, 2). 
there is xi < v such that 
O=P(Y, Q! - 1, bl, b2) =P(Y, z, x1, x2) modp, 
and by 4.2, pz > Q > IP(Y, z, x1, x2)1 hence P(Y, z, x1, x2) = 0. 
(+) Assume Vz <y 3x1, x2 < vp(y, z, x1, x2) = 0. We show by induction on w 
that 
/tb,>vAb,>v II 
where t is the term t(w) = w(v + w)Q!. 
If w=l, thenletxl,x2<vsatisfyp(y,0,xl,x2)=Oandv<bl, b,<tsatisfy 
bi -xi mod(Q! - 1) (i = 1, 2). 
For example, we may take bi = v(Q ! - 1) + Xi. 
For the induction step, given bl, b2 < t(w) satisfying the formula for w 5 1, 
where w < y, let xl, x2 satisfy 
Xl, x2< v A P(Y, w, Xl, x2) = 0. 
Let s = (Q!~ ‘) so by 4.6 we have 
Vz<w<Q,~~)~<Qw,~)=1. 
Choose ul, u2, s.t. ul, u2 < Q, and 
ujs = xi - bi mod Qw (i = 1, 2) 
(such Ui exists since in [12] it is shown that ZEl I-Vx, y, a [(x, y) = l-+ 
3z (xz = a mod y)].) Now put 
bl = bi + su; (i = 1, 2). 
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We claim that 
(i) VZ < w bj s bi mod Q, (i = 1, 2), and 
(ii) b,! ‘xi mod Qw (i = 1, 2). 
(i) holds because s = 0 mod Q, for each z < w, and (ii) holds because b: = bi + 
(xi - bJ =xi mod Q,. Moreover, for each i, 
b; s bi + se,,, 
6 t(w) + 
~(w+l)(u+w+l)Q!. 
Thus it is only necessary to show that 
-p(y, Q! - 1, b;, 6;) = 0 mod 
By a simple induction on k we can show that 
v! 
b 0 =Omodm + v! =Omodm V 
for all k, m, hence for all z < w 
v! 
b,: 
( > V 
= 0 mod Q, (i = 1, 2). 
But (v!, Q,) = 1 by 4.8 and 4.2, so for all z <w 
= 0 mod Q, (i = 1, 2). 
We also have for each z < w 
P(Y, Q! - l,b;> b;) -P(Y> Q! - 1,h + se,, bz + sQw> 
-p(y, Q! - 1, bl, b2) =O mod Q, 
since s = 0 mod Q,. 
By induction we can show that 
VbVv<b(bIv!(i)), 
So Q,~b;-xi~v!(b’;xi)~v!(~) 
hence 
v! =OmodQ, (i=1,2). 
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(v!, Qw) = 1, so 
=OmodQ, (i=1,2) 
andasQ!-l=wmodQ,by4.4 
P(Y, Q! - 1, bi, W =P(Y, w, x1, x2) mod Qw. 
Thus using 4.7 we have 
=p(y, Q! - 1, bi, b;) = 0 mod 
as required, completing the induction step and the proof. 0 
We now use 4.9 to prove the main result of this section: 
Theorem 4.10. ZE, + E t IA, + exp. 
Proof. Since IA0 + exp is a theory in the original language 2, by 3.4 it is 
sufficient to show ZEi(2”) kZAO + exp. We shall first show that for all n > 1 
ZE,(2”) IZE,, by induction on n. 
If ZE,(2”) 1 ZE,, then by 3.4 again it is sufficient to show ZE,(2”) tZE,+,. Let 
%r, a) be E,+i, and suppose it is of the form 
321~ ti(x, a) Vz2 < f&, a) . . . Qzn-, <tn-&, a) q(x, a, z) 
where Q = 3 or V and II, is U, or E2 if it is even or odd respectively. Using the 
pairing function (x, y ) = (X + y + l)* +x we may assume that I& (or 1~) is of the 
form 
vy <v 3w <sp(y, 21, w, s, x, u, z) = 0 
by 1.4. 4.9 then shows how I+!J (or 1~) may be made equivalent to an El formula 
in the extended language &+. Thus 0 itself is equivalent to an E,, formula in “IpeXP 
and we may use the induction scheme ZE,,(2”) to show that the axiom of induction 
for 19 holds. 
Finally, to show that ZEl + E k exp, let r~(x, y, z) be the A0 formula repre- 
senting the graph of exponenfiation described in Section 1, and suppose it is 
sufficiently large so that ZE,, proves r,r has the properties there and r~ E En. Then in 
ZE,(r) we can show by induction on y for any fixed parameter x that 
vy 32 G 21Y rZ(x, y, z) 
and hence ZEl + E k exp. q 
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Corollary 4.11. For all e(x) E z1 there is q(x) E iI such that 
ZEI + E k VX (r’?(x) - I,+)) 
and 
131 I- vx (e(x) f, q(x)). 
Proof. This is the statement of MatijaseviE’s Theorem true in Ido + exp, but as 
Z3r k E and by 4.10, it also holds in the theories Z3i and ZEI + E. 0 
5. Parameter-free diophantine induction 
Historically, the most difficult part of the solution of Hilbert’s tenth problem 
was to show that there is a diophantine equation representing the graph of a 
function of exponential growth. This was Matijasevic’s contribution in 1970, and 
was proved in IA,, + exp by Gaifman and Dimitracopoulos in [3]. We have 
managed to avoid this step altogether (except for an appeal to Gaifman and 
Dimitracopoulos’s work) by means of the function Y,(x) and making very heavy 
use of the parameters in the induction scheme ZEl throughout Sections 2, 3 and 4, 
and especially implicitly in the several uses of Theorems 2.7 and 3.4. One may 
suppose then that this use of parameters is actually necessary and neither ZE; + E 
nor 13; can prove Matijasevic’s Theorem. Surprisingly this turns out not to be 
true, and both these theories do prove Matijasevic’s Theorem by essentially the 
same proof as we have given above. Our aim in this section is to show why. 
Along the way we will prove an interesting result about axiomatizations of 
theories that can prove MatijaseviE’s Theorem. 
Definition. If Z is a class of formulas then .ZT is the theory PA- together with 
v~,~ (e(x,a)+ e(~ + 1, U)+VX,U (e(o,~)+ 0(x4)) 
for all 8 E lY 
It is clear that IT 1 Jr I- IT-. We aim to show that if Z = E,, 3, or z,, for n 2 1 
then IT- t JZY 
Lemma 5.1. ZE; 1 
(i) Vu 3b 2b = a(a + l), 
(ii) Vn3!a,bcn(n=a(a+1)/2+bAbsa). 
Proof. (i) is easy. For (ii), to show existence we use induction on n. For IZ = 0 put 
a = b = 0. If 
a(a + 1) 
n=-+bbb<aan 
2 
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then n+l=a(a+1)/2+(b+l) and we are done. If a=b<n and n=a(a+ 
1)/2 + b, notice that 
u(u + 1) 
2 
+ (a + 1) = (u + l)(” + 2, A a + 1 C n + 1. 
2 
To show uniqueness, suppose 
u(u + 1) 
2 
+ Zr = a’@’ + 1) + b’ 
2 
with b’ab, b=su and b’su’. Then 
u’(u’ + 1) c u’(u’ + 1) 
@, b) 
4 + 1) (a’ + l)(a’ + 2) _ = < 
2 2 
+ 
2 2 
sinceOS6’-b<u’+l. Hence 
u’Su<u’+l 
and so a = a’ and b = b’ as required. Cl 
Let (x, y ) = z be the formula 
(x>yAz=x2+y)v(xSyAz=y2+y+x) 
This will serve as a pairing function. (We can’t use (x + y + 1)2 + x at this stage 
since we don’t know (yet!) that ZE; I-IOpen.) 
Lemma 5.2. ZE; k 
(i) Vx, y 3!z, (x, y) = z, 
(ii) Vz3!x3!y (x,y)=z, 
(iii) Vx,y,z((x,y)=z+z~x~z~y). 
Proof. (i) and (iii) are trivial. Vz 3x, y =S z ((x, y ) = z) is by induction on z. If 
z=Othenputx=y=O. Ifz=x2+yAx>ytheneitherz+1=x2+(y+1)and 
x>y+l or y+l=x and ~+l=(y+l)~+(y+l)+O. If z=y2+y+x and 
x~y then either z+1=y2+y+(x+1) and x+l~y or x=y and z+l= 
xz+x+x+1=(x+1)2+o. 
Finally, uniqueness: if z = x2 + y = xr2 + y ’ with x > y and x’ > y ’ then 
x~~Z<(X+~)*AX’~~Z<(X’+~)~ 
sox=x’andy=y’. Thecasez=y2+y+x=y”+y’+x’withy3xandy’>x’ 
is similar. If z=x2+y=yf2+y’+x’ withx>y andy’Sx’thenx=y’ (by the 
same argument) and hence 
y=Z-X2=p-y'Ly'+X 
so y 3 x, a contradiction. 0 
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Lemma 5.3. For n 3 1 let r be E,, 3,, or .Z,,. Then for all 0(x, a) E I+, 
zr- I- (Va qo, a) A Vu, x (e(x, a)-, 0(x + 1, a)))-+Va, x e(x, a). 
Proof. Using the pairing function (x, y ) of Lemma 5.2 we may assume u is a 
single variable a. Let I/J(~) be the formula 
3a, b, c, d s n n = d(d2’1)+bnb~d~(a,c)=d~H(b,a)]. 
Suppose also Va e(0, a) A Va, x (e(x, a) + 0(x + 1, a)). We show that ~(0) A 
kfn hW+ Vt(n + 1)). 
If n = d(d + 1)/2 (this includes the case n = 0) then by 3.2 d = (a, c) for some 
a, c s d, and v(n) is equivalent to 0(0, a) which is true by our assumption. 
Otherwise n = d(d + 1)/2 + b for some d, b with b s d. Suppose q(n) holds. 
We must show that q(n + 1) holds. We may assume b <d (for otherwise 
n + 1 = (d + l)(d + 2)/2 and we are back in the first case.) Let d = (a, c). Then 
q(n) tells us that 8(b, a) holds, but as b cd, n + 1 = d(d + 1)/2 + (b + l), with 
b + 1 G d and by assumption 8(b + 1, a) is true, v(n + l), as required. By ZZ- 
we deduce that Vn q(n). 
Nowgivenanyx, a, putc=x, d=(a,c) andn=d(d+1)/2+x, sox<dand 
from q(n) we deduce that 0(x, a) and the proof is complete. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. For n 3 1 and r = E,,, 3, or .Z,, we have 
zr- k Jr. 
Proof. Assume 8 E r and 
VU, x (e(x, a)-+ e(x + 1, u)). 
Suppose 8 is 3z I#(x, a, z) where 1/, and lly are both in Z’(e.g. let IJ be the result 
of removing the first block of quantifiers from 0). Consider the formula $(x, a, z) 
in Z, which is 
0(x, 4 v 7(0, a, z). 
Then Vu, z $(O, a, z), for either $J(O, a, z) hence 0(0, a), or lrj~(O, a, z) is true. 
Also, 
Vx, a, z (#(x9 a, z)-’ @(x + 1, a, z)) 
since if $(x, a, z) then either 0(x, a) and hence 0(x + 1, a), or lrj~(O, U, z). By 
5.3 we have in IT-, 
Vx, a, z u+, 4 v 7.m 6 z)) 
so Vx, a (0(0, a)+ 0(x, a)) as required. 0 
Let n 3 1 and Z = E,,, 3, or J5,, as before. A sentence u is VZ’if it is Vx y(x) for 
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some y E Z, and o is 3VT if it is 3x Vy y(x, y) for some y E r We can now use 
5.4 to prove the following conservation result: 
Theorem 5.5. For r as above, if CT E 3VT and IT t (J then IT- t u. 
Proof. Suppose M LIT- + z where t is VX 3y y(x, y) and ly E r It is required to 
show that there is a model of IT + r. Using the pairing function (,) we may 
assume x and y are both single variables X, y. 
We use a Henkin-style argument to construct our model. We shall construct a 
sequence &&rO, . . . , xio), . . . , $+(x0, . . . , xi,), . . . of formulas in lr ( = U,, V, 
or Z&J with t@i+1(x)+ c%+( x ) f or each i, and satisfying (i)-(vi). 
(i) M L 3x c#I~(x), each i. 
(ii) For all j E N there is k E N and I G ik such that 
k #Jc(~)+ dxj9 xl)G 
(iii) For each r+9 E lr and each k, if 
M I= Vx (@k(x)+ 3~ rZ+, Y)) 
then for some j and for some z from x0, x1, . . . , 
1 @j+ V(x) 2); 
(iv) For each I/J(Z) in VT with z from x0, xi, . . . , there is j E N such that 
either: MkVx (#j+ W(z)) 
or: M LV.X ($j+lV(Z)); 
(v) For each axiom Vu 3b $~(a, b) of PA- (where ~JJ is quantifier free) and 
each y from x0, xi, . . . there is k E N and t from x0, x1, . . . such that 
t&C--+ !NY, 2); 
(vi) For each 0(x, y) E Z’and each y from x0, x1, . . . we have, 
either: for all xi there is j such that 
or: for some xi and some j we have 
t @j(x)+ (le(O, Y) ” (e(xi, Y) A le(xi + l3 Y))). 
To satisfy (ii) subject to (i) suppose we have constructed 4i and are 
considering xi. Then M b 3x &(x) A Vy 3.z y(y, z) hence for any new variable xI 
put @i+*(xt x,)‘f Gi(x) A Y( x,, x, 1 so M F 3x, xl $i+l(x, xl). (v) is exactly the same. 
Conditions (iii) and (iv) are the standard Henkin conditions and it is left to the 
reader to check that these can always be satisfied. This leaves (vi). 
If any any stage &i(x) of the construction we have 
M k 3, 2 (@j(x) A le(z, Y)) 
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where y are amongst the x0, xi, . . . , and z is a new variable, then either 
M k 3X (@j(x) h le(O, Y)) 
or 
M k 3x, z ((-‘@j(x) v e(z, Y)) A (#j(x) Ale(z + 1, x))) 
using JT on l~j(X) v @(z, Y) in M. Hence 
M k 3, z ($j A wo, y) v (w, Y) A le(2 + 1, Y)))). 
If e(z, y) is 3u ~(2, y, u) where q E~Z we can just put ~j+l to be 
$j A (le(o, Y) v (r+!&, Y, Xi+17 . . . J Xi+k) A le(xi + 1, Y))) 
for new variables xi, Xi+i, . . . , Xi+k not already occurring in ~j. 
Otherwise, when considering y at stage &, we may always suppose that 
M b VX, 2 (& + e(Z, Y)) 
so we may just put &+,(x, xi) equal to 
@j(X) A ‘V’(xi, YP W) 
for some new constants w from x0, x1, . . . . 
Having constructed the &, the rest of the proof is standard. Let 
(M’, co, cl, . . . ) be a model of Th(M) + {&(co, cl, . . .) 1 i E N} and consider the 
substructure K of M’ consisting of all the cj’s. Then K -G,~M’ by (iii) and (iv), 
Kkrby(ii), KbPA-by(v),andK~ZTby(vi).ThusZTXltasrequired. 0 
For proof -theorists. An alternative proof of Theorem 5.5 using the cut- 
elimination theorem can be obtained in the following way. Supposing that lo is 
vx 3y,, . . . ,Y/cY(X,Yi,. . . > y,J with ly E Z and ZTt u, we expand our language 
to 2? which has Skolem functions S,(x), . . . , S,(x) for lo. Then Zr + 
vx y(x, S,(x), . . . 7 SC(x)) is inconsistent. We may formalize this theory using a 
Gentzen-style sequent calculus with the usual rules together with the induction 
rule 
E, e(t, X) t e(f, x + i), n 
E, e(t, 0) k ett, 4, A 
(where C, s are terms in 2’+, 0 is a formula in r and the variable x does not 
appear free in either E or A) together with axioms 
EF y(t, S,(f), . . . , Sk(f)), A and E, -y(f, S,(f), . . . , Sk(f)) t A 
for any E, A and F-terms f. Since the resulting system is inconsistent, 
cut-elimination shows that there is a proof of an inconsistency which only involves 
formulas which are either in Z or have negations in Z. By rearranging we may 
assume that all formulas are in r. Now by induction on the length of this proof 
we have 
zr- + vx y(x, S(x)) t vx (A S(x) ---, v A(x)) 
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for all sequents E(x) 1 A( x occurring in the proof. (The only difficult step here is ) 
the one for the induction rule: this requires Lemma 5.4.) Thus IT- + lu is also 
inconsistent, and so IT- k o, as required. (Essentially the model-theoretic proof 
of 5.5 above is a Henkin-style proof of the completeness theorem for the relevant 
‘cut-free’ proof-system above.) 
Corollary 5.6. For each n 3 1 
(i) ZE; t ZU; + ZEn_l, 
(ii) 13; 1 ZV; + 13,-i, 
(iii) Z2; 1ZZZ; + Zz;I-l, 
(iv) ZA; 1 IA,,. 
Proof. Clearly ZE,, t ZU, + ZE,_l, ZU, is WE,_, axiomatizable and ZE,_l is VE, 
axiomatizable. (ii)- are proved similarly. 0 
Remark. Direct proofs of (iii) and (iv) can be found in [4]. 
We now return to considering Matijasevic’s Theorem: 
Theorem 5.7. Suppose T is a theory with a ZI,, axiomatization for some n 3 2, and 
T k MatijaseviE’s Theorem. Then T has an V, axiomatization. 
Proof. We show by induction on formulas that for all 8 E 2, there is a, E V, and 
I& E 3, such that 
T k a, t VX (6(x) tf $J&)). 
If 0 E 3, the result is trivial, and if 8 is 3y 0,(x, y), 8, v O2 or O1 A e2 then the 
induction step is easy. The only remaining case is when 8 is 33, for some 0 E A”. 
By the induction hypothesis there are a,,, qe, in V,, 3, respectively, such that 
T t o,, 1 Vx (e,(x) ++ r/%,(x)). 
Let rZ& satisfy 
T 1 V_X (e(x) t, +0(x)). 
with qe E 3i by Matijasevic’s Theorem in T. Let (I, be Vx (lqe,(x) + I@~(x)) and 
let a, be Vx ($~~(x)+l~~,(x)), so o1 is V, and u2 is Vi. Finally, let a, be 
o,, A 01 A 02 
so 
zkJo,r\Ul A U2kvX(o(X)-7jb(X)). 
Now in the ZZn axiomatization of T, replace each axiom 
vx, 3x2 . . * Qxn w-4 
(where OE A,) by a, AVX, 3x2* * * Qxn r&(x) if n is even, and by U,~A 
vx, 3x2. . . Qx,, ~IJJ~~(x) if n is odd. El 
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Remark. (i) Theorem 5.7 was first proved by Handley and Paris (unpublished) 
for the case T = Ido + exp using the Los-Susko theorem on unions of chains of 
models. 
(ii) Z. Adamowicz has pointed out to the author that the conditions on Tin 5.7 
may be weakened to: 
“For every 8 E A0 such that 8 or 18 occurs as a subformula of an axiom of T, 
there is some qe E 3i such that, T I-Vx (O(x)* +)e(~)).” 
(iii) Using Parikh’ s t h eorem (1.3) we may extend 5.7 as follows: 
If T is a ZZ, theory in 9 that proves Matijasevic’s Theorem (it is not known if 
any such T exists!) then T has an VEr axiomatization. 
In particular, if ZEl proves Matijasevic’s Theorem then ZEl is VEi and so by 
5.5, is equivalent to ZE;. 
The next lemma is the analogue of Parikh’s theorem for ZEl + E. Let 
r@, b, x9 Y) be 
p(a,x,y)=O~x~yr\x=bmod(a-l)r\y=b+lmod(a-1) 
as in Section 2 and let ~(a, b) be 
3c C b ?+9(u + 2, a, c, b). 
Lemma 5.8. (i) Zf ZE, + E k Vx 3y 0(x, y) with 8 E A,, then for some n E N 
n-1 
ZEl t Vx, z,, zl, . . . , z, 2, = max(x) h A x(2,, zi+J+ 3y s zn 0(x, y) . 
i=O 1 
(ii) Zf ZEl + E k Vx 6(x) with 8 E do, then for some n E N 
IElI-Vx, zo, q, . . . , z,, [z. = m=(x) A I&i X(zi, zi+d+ e(x)]. 
Proof. (ii) is a special case of (i). We prove (i): 
Notice first that, for each n E N, 
zE,~Vu,b,c,d[(U~2Ab~nAb~U-2A ~+!~(U,b,C,d))+d~u"] ($) 
(We leave this as an exercise for the reader using Lemma 2.1.) This means that if 
Ml=ZE,andN~,Zc,Mwith 
vXEz3yEzM~X(x,y) (0) 
then Z is an _Y-structure (i.e. is closed under +, 0) so I k ZEl and also, by 2.6, we 
have Z I= E. 
Now suppose the conclusion of (i) is false for all n E N. By compactness there 
exists a model M b ZEl with a, b E M satisfying 
M b b, = max(a) A x(bi, bi+,) A Vy G bi le(a, y) 
for each i E I% 
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Let Z ze M be the initial segment of h4 defined by the bi, i.e. 
Z={x~M~3iENM~x~bi} 
Then by 2.6 Z satisfies (§) and hence is an T-structure with Z F ZE, + E. But 
clearly u E Z and since M k Vy 6 b, lO(a, y) for each i and this formula is do, by 
1.4 we have Z k Vy -$(a, y), thus ZE, + E YVx 3y 6(x, y), as required. 0 
Corollary 5.9. (i) ZE; + E 1 IA,, + exp. 
(ii) Z3,1 IdO + exp. 
(iii) Both ZE; + E and 13; prove MatijaseviFs Theorem. 
Proof. (i) Let o = Vx 3y 0(x, y) be any axiom of the El axiomatization of 
IA,, + exp given in 5.7. Then by 4.10, 
ZE,+Eka 
so by 5.8, for some 12, 
n-1 
El ~VX, z z. = m=(x) A ibo x(.G, zi+J+ 3~ G 2, W, Y) 
1 
so by 5.5, 
n-1 
ZE; IVx, z z~=max(r) A ibo X(zi, G+l)+ 3~ C-G e&Y) 1 
and hence ZE; + E 1 o. 
(ii) E is El and Z3r F E hence by 5.5,13; FE. 
(iii) Obvious from (i), (ii) and the Gaifman-Dimitracopoulos result that 
Ido + exp E MatijaseviE’s Theorem. 0 
Remark. It is interesting to notice that our arguments do indeed show how to 
construct proofs of ZAo + exp from 13; or ZE; + E (but these proofs are so long 
that it would be impractical to write them down!) 
To see this consider an V2 axiomatization _E of IA, + exp. Such an axiomatiza- 
tion together with the necessary proofs that 
ZAo+ E~.l?CZA,+ E 
are easily found by consideration of the proof of Theorem 5.7 and Dimitra- 
copoulos and Gaifman’s work in [3]. Now for each sentence VX 3y $J(x, y) of z 
(where I/J is quantifier-free) we must modify the given proof of IA,+ 
E ttlx 3yll, (x, y) to one from ZE; + E or 13;. Considering 13; for the moment, 
since Ido + E is ZZz-axiomatized the cut-elimination theorem supplies us with a 
proof of 3y r/~(x, y) from Ido + E that only involves E1 and ZZr formulas. 
Moreover each use of induction only involves induction up to some predeter- 
mined z-term. Thus by the prototype version of Matijasevic’s Theorem 
described in Sections 2-4 (and culminating in Theorem 4.9) we can replace each 
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Z7r or 2, formula in the proof obtained so far by equivalent Vi or 3, formulas 
(with extra parameters) where this equivalence is provable in 13,. By the proof of 
5.7 again, this equivalence can be expressed using V2 sentences, and so each 
instance of this equivalence that is needed can (by the cut-elimination theorem 
again) be proved using Vi and 3, formulas only. Thus we can append the proofs 
of these instances in the appropriate way, and by replacing each 13, or ZA, 
induction step with the corresponding .Zgl induction step we obtain a proof of 
3y IJJ(X, y) in 13; as required. 
The argument for ZE; + E is similar: the extra feature is that one must find 
exponential bounds for each unbounded quantifier in the proofs considered in the 
last paragraph. This amounts to asking for a constructive proof of Lemma 5.8, 
and this can be obtained easily by modifying Parikh’s original argument given in 
181. 
6. On the structure of models of bounded diophantine induction 
In this section we shall examine some of the consequences of results from 
Sections 2-5 for the structure of nonstandard models of ZE, and ZE,. It is known 
that a countable nonstandard model M of ZEl is not recursive [12] and has a 
nonstandard initial segment satisfying Peano’s axioms, PA [6]. We present new 
proofs of these facts based on our work above, giving a little more information, 
and then consider the analogous question for ZE;. It turns out that this latter 
question is closely related to the more general question: “What relations are 
represented by El formulas (in N)?“. 
Let t@, b, x, Y) be 
p(a,x,y)=O~x~yr\x=bmod(a-l)r\y=b+lmod(a-1) 
and let ~(a, b) be 3c < b tj~(u + 2, a, c, b) as in Section 5. We shall use 2.4, 2.6 
and the sentence ($) in the proof of 5.8 often. Notice that each of these say ZEl 
proves a certain VE1 sentence. Thus by 5.5 we may apply these results to ZE; 
also. 
For any model M of ZE; we let 
M,=M, 
Mi+, = {a EM 1 36 E Mi M LX@, b)}, 
These Mi need not be structures for 3 (in fact they might even have a greatest 
element) but by 2.6 we can deduce that Mexp se. . . c, M, c,. . . c, M2 &e Ml c_~ 
MO = M. Since x is do, N kVx 3y x(x, y) and N b x(n, m) iff M k~(n, m) for all 
II, m E N, we have also N se Me_,. 
We shall in fact show that Mexp k IA, + exp, and is the largest cut in M satisfying E. 
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Lemma 6.1. ZEl I- Vx 3 13y, z s x (~(y, z) A VW <X lx(y + 1, w)). 
Proof. If not, there is a a E M kZE1 with a 2 1 and 
M~Vy<a(3zGa X(Y, z)+ 32 6 a x(y + 1, z)). 
So since M k x(0, l), by ZEI induction on y we have M b 3z c a ~(a, z) which is 
absurd. 0 
Remark. We do not know if the sentence above is provable from ZE;. Notice it 
is VEz, so we cannot apply 5.5. Denote this sentence by L (‘L’ for ‘Log’, since it 
states the existence of a function of roughly logarithmic growth.) 
Lemma 6.2. Zf M LIE; + 7E + L then Mi # Mi+, for each i E N. 
Proof. Clearly Mi = Mi+l iff Mi is an .3’-structure and Mi k E. We show that 
Mj+l k E + Mi = Mi+l which therefore suffices. If Mi+l k E and a E Mi let x, y s a 
satisfy M k x(x, y) A Vz <al~(x + 1, z). Then clearly y E Mi and x E Mi+,. But if 
Mi+l k E then M,+l is an z-structure, so x + 1 E Mi+, and 3z E Mi+l M,+l bx(x + 
l,z).~isA,andM,+,c,MsoM~~(x+l,z)henceM~a<zandsoa~M~+~as 
required. Cl 
Proposition 6.3. Zf M k ZE; is nonstandard and Mi # Mi+l for all i E N then 
(9 Mexp k E, 
(ii) Mexp f N 
(iii) there is a cut Z with Z L ZAO, Z # Me_, and 
M exp Ee Z, 
hence Mexp k IA,, + Bzl + exp. 
Proof. (For the definition of Bzl see [7].) 
Using truth definitions for E,, formulas, Paris and Dimitracopoulos (see e.g. 
[2]) have shown that for all n there is a ZZi sentence a,, such that 
ZAot a,, FZE,. 
Let a,, be Vx @,,(x) with ~YI,, E do. If a E M let u”~ denote the cut 
al’“~f{y~MIVn~~M~y”<a} 
so that allN is closed under both + and *. Since 
ZE; + E I- IA, I- Vx Vy 6 x &(y), 
by 5.8 there is i E N such that for all u E Mi, M !=Vy <a &(y). If a E Mi - Mi+, 
then 
Mi+2 C, atJN k ZE,. 
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(The inclusion Mi+, c, al/N is from M~Vb,c(~(b,c)~c~a-,b”~a) for all 
it E N from ($) in the proof of 5.8.) 
Thus for all n there is i E N and a cut I with Mi+2 se Z ~~ Mi and Z k ZE,,. To 
show (i) suppose Mi+z se I ~~ Mi, Z k- ZEl and u E MeXP. Then for all j 6 i + 2 there 
is b E Mj with M k ~(a, b). Using ZE, in Z we have 
Z k 3b ~(a, b) A Vz < b l~(u, z) 
hence it follows that this particular b must be in all the Mj, i.e. b E MeXp. 
To show (ii), let 
g(x)=y 4% 3c~x(~(y,c)AvW~x~~(y+1,W)) 
and 
‘+) = 1: +f(g(x)) 
Then f(x) has a A0 graph and for some n E N 
ZE,, FVx 3!yf(x) =y A Vx, y (f(x) >f(y)-+x >y). 
Let Z se MeXp satisfy ZE,, and let a E Z - Me_, and b E Z satisfy 
Z kf(u) = b. 
Then clearly b E Me_,, since a is nonstandard. Also b is nonstandard, for 
N k vx 3yf(y) = xandifc~lWwithNkf(c)=b+lthenZi=u<c. 
To show (iii) let x E y be the standard A0 formula expressing “the xth digit in 
the binary expansion of y is l”, 1x1 the standard A0 function denoting the length 
of the binary expansion of x, and let Mi ~~ Z k ZE, with n sufficiently large to 
prove a (finite) set of basic properties of +, ., <, E and 1.1 provable in ZAo, 
including: 
(1) vu 3s vx, y < Ilull vz <2 Ilull ((x, y, 2) ES++X +y =z) 
and similar sentences for *, <, projection functions, and permutation and 
substitution of variables; 
(2) Vu,b,s3tVxsb(xczt++3y<u(x,y)es), 
(3) Vu,b,s,,S:!3tVx==uVy s b ((x, Y > E t f, (x E ~1 A Y E sz)), 
(4) Vu,s3tvx~~u~(xEtt,~xES), 
(5) v.Y((3X(XES)+3X(XESAtly<X(y$S))). 
Notice that (by a suitable choice of pairing function) each of these sentences 
are provable in Ido. It follows that if a E Z - Mi and .Z is any cut in Z with .Z # Me._ 
and M exp c,J < llull (there are such cuts, since [lull > Mi+z) then for each A0 
formula 8(x) and for each a EJ there is s E Z with 
ZkVX~U (e(x)++x ES). 
It follows from (5) above that .Z kZA,, as required. 
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It follows immediately from the fact that MeXp has a proper end extension 
.Z L IA0 that MeXp b B& by a result in [7]. q 
Remark. My thanks to Jeff Paris for pointing out part (iii) of the above 
proposition to me. 
Corollary 6.4. Zf M k ZEl or ZE; + L is nonstandard and countable, then 
(i) M has a nonstandard initial segment Z k PA, and 
(ii) neither + M nor * M can be recursive. 
Proof. (i) By a result of McAloon [5], any nonstandard model of IA0 has a 
nonstandard initial segment Z L PA. If M k E then M k IA, + exp by 5.9 so we can 
apply this result directly. If M klE then N # Mexp k IA, + exp so Mexp has a 
nonstandard initial segment Z b PA. (ii) follows from (i) by Tennenbaum’s original 
argument, [ll]. 0 
I do not known if we can extend this result to the case M I= ZE; + 1L. The 
problem is that it appears to be possible that MO 2, Ml 2, . - . 2, Mi = Mi+l = 
. . . =M exp ze N for some i. Of course even in this case it is sufficient just to show 
Me_, # N. A partial result along these lines follows: 
Proposition 6.5. Zf M L ZE; + lo for some sentence CJ E VE1(N), then Mexp # N. 
Proof. If Mi fMi+l for each i then M,,,#N by Proposition 6.3. Otherwise 
suppose Mi k E and M k 3x 0(x) with 8 E ZJ, and N ~VX 16(x). We shall show 
Mi I- 3~ O(X) hence Mi # N. 
Let Xi(xO, Xi, . . . , xi) be x(x0, x1) A x(x1, x2) A . - . A x(xi_,, xi) and consider 
the E, formula 
#(y, a) zf e(a)+ 3x,, . . . , xi s a xi(y, x1, . . . , xi). 
If a E M satisfies M k e(a) then a > N and so M k @(O, a). Therefore 
M b Ba (@(O, a) A %a, a)) 
hence by JE, in M (Theorem 5.4) 
M k 3a, x ($(x, a) A 1$(x + 1, a)), 
but for such a, x we have M k e(a) and x E Mi so since Mi k E there are 
Xl, -5, . . . 2 xi E Mi with 
M kXi(X + 1, ~1, X2, . . . ) Xi). 
It follows that xi > a and so a E Mi. Since 8 is U,, Mi k 0(a) and we are done. Cl 
Since VEI(N) 1 ZE; (in fact VEr(N) 1 NE;, but I see no obvious way of using 
this ‘extra’ induction) we are left with the following question: 
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Problem 6.6. Are there any nonstandard recursive models of VE,(N)? 
This problem is related to the question of whether the E,, hierarchy collapses in 
N, for if Ey = A! then VE,(N) and Z7,(N) would be equivalent, so the answer to 
6.6 would be ‘No’. In fact, assuming the existence of a nonstandard recursive 
model M k VEi(N), our arguments give specific examples of A0 formulas that are 
not equivalent (in t+J) to any E, formula: 
Proposition 6.7. Suppose there is a surjection f : N- N with El graph satisfying 
(9 Vx, Y E N (f (4 <f (y>+x <Y), 
(ii) for some fixed k E N 
vx E N f ‘k’(x) =G [log& + l)] . 
Then no countable nonstandard model M L VEr(N) is recursive. 
Proof (Sketch). Let M kVE,(N) be nonstandard and note that M I= 
Vx 3!y (f(x) = y). For each i let Mi+1 be the initial segment of M defined by 
{f(x) IxeMJ, h w ere M,, = M. By (i) and ‘f(x) = y’ being El we have Mi # N for 
each i. If MO = MI = M2 = * . . then M F IA, + exp since 
M!=Vx , z(f(“(x)>z+Iy<zX(x y)) 2 
for some suitable I E N by (ii). Otherwise Mi #M,+, for each i, and there are 
always cuts Z closed under +, * such that Mi ze Z ~~ Mi+, for each i. By 
MatijaseviE’s Theorem, for all 0(z) in r/i there is m E N and polynomials p, q 
such that 
N k vx vz <f’“‘(x) (O(z) ++ 3y s xp(x, y) = q(x, y)), 
and this sentence is VE,, so true in M. Hence for any finite fragment T of ZZ,(lW) 
there is i E N and Z ~~ M with 
MiEeZ~T. 
So, just as in the proof of 6.3, we have Me._, = n,,, M, is a nonstandard initial 
segment of M satisfying IdO + exp. Cl 
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